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INTRODUCTION 
THIS WORK concerns the discrete group of homotopy self equivalences of a given 
space X as well as the full topological monoid of certain self equivalences taken with 
the usual compact-open topology. Throughout the paper our spaces X will be con- 
nected and either finite dimensional or with finite number of non-trivial homotopy 
groups (the latter will be called Postnikov pieces or sections). The topological monoid 
of all self equivalences denoted by aut X, plays an important theoretical role in 
homotopy theory since its classifying space B aut X classifies up to fibre homotopy 
equivalence all fibrations with a given fibre X. 
Concerning this monoid we are interested in the following questions: 
What groups of homotopy self equivalences are nilpotent? For what submonoids 
Y g aut X is the classifying space BY a nilpotent space? Let us denote by AUT”X the 
discrete subgroup of the monoid [X, Xl0 of pointed homotopy classes of pointed maps 
X-+ X, which consist of all the classes of self equivalences. Then the following result can 
serve as the motto of the paper: 
THEOREM A. Let X be an arbitrary finite dimensional C. W. Complex (or i postikov 
piece). Then the kernel of the obvious map: 
AUT”X -+ n aut 7ri(X, *) 
isdim X 
is a nilpotent group. 
Or in words, the discrete group of all the classes which induce identity on the 
homotopy groups is a nilpotent group for any finite dimensional X. In [ 131 one can find 
a similar result for rational nilpotent space X0. Of course one must consider in 
Theorem A, only pointed maps otherwise we do not get an induced map on homotopy 
groups. For unpointed maps see below. 
The algebraic motivation and source for out results is dual: First, recall that if a 
group of matrices acts unipotently on a vector space or a module then this group is 
nilpotent. By unipotent action one means as usual an action on V with a finite flag 
structure Vi,, C V; such that the action on the quotients Vi/Vi+, is trivial. A far 
reaching extension of this relation between unipotency and nilpotency is given by the 
following theorem of P. Hall ([lo] p. 35.5). 
THEOREM (P. Hall). Let G be a group of automorphisms of another group r. 
Assume that G acts nilpotently on r; then G is nilpotent. 
Here we use the term nilpotent action, (instead of unipotent) to denote the same 
concept: namely action for which there is a finite, normal G-chain in F: 
{l)c r, r,-, . . . ri+,dri . . . aro=r 
such that the action of G on F,/F;+, is trivial. 
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The second algebraic motivation is Lemma IV. (2.1) of Maclane’s Homology [8] which 
properly generalized says: 
PROPOSITION IV (2.1). The group of all those automorphisms of the group extension 
O+A+B+ 7 + { 1) which induce the identity both on the abelian subgroup A and the 
quotient group ‘Jo 3 BIA is isomorphic to the abelian group Z’(n, A) of cross 
homomorphisms. Under this isomorphism the inner automorphisms of B correspond 
to the principle crosss homomorphism (x + xa - a). 
On the topological side our methods are close to those of Arkowitz-Curjel[l] who 
deal mostly with H-spaces. 
In view of the above result of P. Hall the following may not be surprising. 
THEOREM B. Let G c AUT”X, where X is any finite dimensional space, or a 
Postnikov piece. If G acts nilpotency on rriX for 0 I j 5 dim X then G is nilpotent. 
Further if aut’& X denotes the subspace of the function space Top”(X, X) = Xx of 
all the path components of G C roTop (X, X) then we have 
THEOREM C. If Xand G are as in Theorem B above then the classifying space B aut;X 
is nilpotent is the usual sense of homotopy theory [5]. 
Clearly since G = r,B aut; X. Theorem C gives immediately Theorem (B), which in 
turn gives theorem A. 
We now turn to more special cases and to unpointed maps. First, as an algebraic 
motivation, we note that for nilpotent groups r one can strengthen the above result of 
P. Hall by the following theorem. ([ 101 7.4.1.1) 
THEOREM. Let G c aut N where N is nilpotent. If G acts nilpotently in N/[N, N] = 
Nab, i.e. N abelianized, then G is nilpotent. 
Correspondingly one gets the following result which, for finite groups G was 
proved by Quinn [ 1 I]: 
THEOREM D. Let X be a nilpotent finite dimensional space and G c AUTX (or 
G c AUT”X). Assume that G acts nilpotently on Hi(X, Z) for all i I dim X then G is 
nilpotent, and B autcX (B aut”cX) is a nilpotent space. 
This last result can be sharpened as explained in Theorem 3.6 below. In the last 
section we will interpret the above results in terms of classifying spaces for fibrations 
with fiber X. 
Organization of the paper 
In the first section we deal with the discrete group AUT”X = aoautoX and its 
nilpotent subgroups and give a proof of Theorem B. We then extend this proof to 
higher homotopy groups of aut”X in the second section and prove Theorem C. 
In the third section we apply the above general results to nilpotent spaces, 
consider also unpointed maps and work out a particular example where X is taken to 
be a Postnikov section of the Lie group Sp. In the fourth section we discuss briefly 
the relations between the pointed and unpointed case via a universal classifying 
fibration. 
81. NILPOTENT SUBGROUP!3 OF ALJT”X-A PROOF OF THEOREM B 
Let X be a space with a base point * E X. By [X, X]’ we denote the set of based 
homotopy classes of based maps X-+X. 
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We denote by N(X) the kernel of the canonical map II, 




which appears in Theorem A. 
Let N = N(X) fl G where X and G are given in Theorem B. 
Since G acts nilpotently on v,(X, *) for Vj ~dim X the image of G under the map I,!J 
in diagram 1.1 is a nilpotent group by the theorem of P. Hall quoted above. So we 
must show that the group N is a nilpotent group on which G acts nilpotently. Since G 
acts on N by conjugation if this action is nilpotent then N c G must itself be 
nilpotent. So our proof will be complete if we show that G acts nilpotently on N. 
Since X is either finite dimensional or a Postnikov piece, one has [X,X] = 
[P,,,X, P,X] for m 2 dim X where PiX is the j-Postnikov stage of X. Thus we can 
consider G to be a subgroup of AUT”(P,X). We show that G acts nilpotently on 
N(P,X) which for m 2 dim X contains N. Although N(-) is not a functor, we still 
have for the Postnikov tower a tower of groups 
N(PmX)-* N(P,n_,X)-+. . . N(PiX)+. .+ N(P,X). 
In this tower clearly N(P,X) = {l}, and we now show by induction on j that our group 
G acts nilpotently on N(PjX). Assume that G acts nilpotently on N(Pj_1) and 
consider the exact sequence 
{I)* Vi + N(Pj)+ N(P,_,) 
where Pj = P,X. Since a G-subgroup of a group with G-nilpotent action is G-nilpotent 
and so are extensions of nilpotent G-groups it suffices to show that G acts nilpotently 
on Vi. Every element u E Vj maps the following fibration to itself. 
KM i) 2 KM, i) 
I 1 
Pj v__, Pj 
I = I 
Pj_[ - Pj-l 
where A = ri(X, *). Since u E ker (N(Pj)+ N(Pj-,)) the induced map P+!(v) on Pj_lX 
is homotopic to the identity. Further since u E N(Pj) it induces the identity on A and 
thus the corresponding map on K(A, n) can be taken to be the identity. But by 
Lemma 1.2 below there is therefore a surjection: H’(Pj-1x7 A)+ Vj +O where the 
cohomology is taken with local coefficients A, and by 1.3 below the map is compatible 
with the action of G on both abelian groups: Since G acts nilpotently on r,(Pj_,X, *) 
for all n, and on = TjPjX one can verify easily from the Serre spectral sequence 
applied to the Postnikov tower of X that G acts nilpotently on all the cohomology 
groups with local coefficients H”(PjX, A). Since a quotient of a G nilpotent group is 
again G nilpotent Vj must be nilpotent and the proof is complete once we prove 
Lemma 1.2 and 1.3 below. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let K(M, n)+ E --f B be a jibration with n > 1 and M a module over 
7 = n,B. Let V be the set of all homotopy classes of the self-maps of this sequence 
which are the identity on both B and the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(M, n). Then 
there is an epimorphism of abelian groups. 
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h :H”(B, M)-+ v-to 
where the cohomology is taken with local coeficients. 
Remark. The analogy between (1.2) and Proposition IV (2.1) quoted in the intro- 
duction is obvious. 
Proof. The basis of the proof is the presentation of the fibration E + B as an 
induced fibration from a map over W = K(T, 1): 
k 
For details of this construction see, e.g. [3,9]. The space L = L(M, n + 1) has two 
non-trivial homotopy groups: the fundamental group 7r and the r-module A4 in 
dimension n + 1. L is equipped with a section s: W = K(T, I)+ L of the fibre map 
w : L -+ W. Now over L there is a “W-path space” denoted by FL which consists of 
paths in L, each being entirely within a fibre of w, and starting in a point of s(W) C L. 
With this definition it turns out that the composition FL--+ W is a homotopy 






Thus if we assume that B is a subspace of L then E the space of all paths which start 
in s(W) and end somewhere in B C L. The map E -+ B sends a path e to its end-point 
e(l). 
With these constructions in mind we consider now a homotopy self-equivalence cp 
of the fibration K(A4, n)-+ E + B which induces the identity on both B and K(M, n). 
To construct the map h in the lemma recall[9] that an element in the cohomology 
group H”(B, M) is given by a fibre homotopy class of maps over W: [B, L(M, n)lw. 
Notice also that fiL(M, n + 1) = L(M, n) where 6 denotes the “loops over W” 
space, i.e. the subspace of FL which consist of closed loops. Thus given an element 
k E H”(B, M) we get a homotopy class [l]: B +nL(M, n + 1) over W. Let h assign 
to [klw a map cp: E-+ E as follows: To each element e of E, i.e. a path over W which 
ends in e(1) E B we assign the path e *&e(l)), thus we modify e by the path 
determined by I? and the end point of e. This gives us a map cp: E -+ E which clearly 
send e to another path with the same end point and thus induces the identity on B. We 
claim that it also induces the identity on the fibre K(M, n) of E -+ B, Since all the 
maps are base-point preserving a point f in the fibre of E + B, being a path which 
starts in the base point of L 17 B fl s(W) must also begin at this base point since s is a 
section, so that no two different points in s(W) lie over the some point in W. 
Therefore this path f is in fact a loop in s-l(*) = K(M, n). 
By the map cp this loop is modified by the loop k(*) which is the trivial loop since k 
preserves the base points. Thus q(f) = f as needed. 
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Therefore h[k] = [cp] E V. Clearly h is well defined, i.e. independent of the 
homotopy class of k: 
To prove that h is onto consider a self map p in V, since ~(r)( 1) = e( 1) E B one 
can form a loop over W and get a map E -+ L(M, n) over W. Since this map is clearly 
trivial on the fibre of E+ B since ‘p is the identity on it, this map factors through B to 
give the desired map B--j L(M, n) over W. One can easily check that the map h is 
homomorphism of (abelian) groups: The addition is H”(B, M) = [B, fiL(M, n + I)lw is 
given by adding two loops e, * ez but associating e * (e, * e:) - (e * e,) * e2 means that 
h(e, oe?) = h(e,)o h(e:). Since H”(B, M) is abelian so is V and the proof of 1.2 is 
complete. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let G be a group of self-equivalences of E-, B which acts on V where 
V is as in Lemma 1.2, then when we take the appropriate induced action on B, M and 
H”(B, M) the map h from Lemma 1.2 is a G-map. 
Proof. The action of g: E+ E on V is given by: u: E-+ E goes to g-lo L’ og, this 
clearly maps V to itself. Now E considered as a path space as in 1.2, we are assuming 
that it acts on B by sending the end-point of e E E to the end point of g(e). Now 
consider the following action on [B, Llw: g sends BA L into B”- BAJ_ 
G L where g, is the induced map on B and g* is the map L(M, n) -+ L(M, n) induced on 
L by requiring that the diagram 
BK’B 
r; I 1 f 
Ly,-L 
will be commutative, e.g. by looking at the induced map on M. With these obser- 
vations the map h is clearly a G-map. 
Q.E.D. 
$2. HIGHER HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF a&X 
The group G c AUT”X, being a certain subset of the set of all path components of 
the topological space a&X, determines a subspace of this space namely the union 
of all the corresponding components: We denote this subspace by aut’&X. Clearly 
n,, aut;X = G. We want to show that under the conditions of Theorem C the 
connected space B aut’&X is nilpotent or in other words in view of Theorem B, 
proven above, G acts nilpotently on 7~, aut”,X. Since the space aut%X is a monoid 
with. homotopy-inverses, all its components have the same homotopy type. Further, 
we have the obvious 
LEMMA 2.1. The action of G on r, au% X is induced by the action which sends the 
element e: X+X in the space to XP- X A X”I- X. This action preserves the 
identity components of autqX and preserve the base point, the identity map, in this 
component. 
In view of (2.1) we shall be interested solely in the action of G on the identity 
component 
I”(X, X) C aut%X 
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where I”(X, X) = {f: X + X; f - id,Y, f and the homotopies are pointed}. 
The following lemma is well known and easily proved: 
LEMMA 2.2. For every j 2 0 there is an isomorphism 
7iiIQ(X, X) ~ ?TjI’(X, P,X) ~ ~jI”(P,X, P,X) 
for rl large enough and where I”(X, P,,X) denotes the component of the canonical 
projection qn: X --+ P,X in the space Top (X, P,X). 
Proof of Theorem C. We shall show by induction on n that G acts nilpotently on 
rJ’(X, P,) where P, = P,X, and where the action of g E G sends XL P,, to 
(P.&T 
(P,g)-'oeog: X”-X’P,A P,. In order to make the induction work we 
need some preparation. Recall from the proof of (1.2) above the space L = L(A4, n). If 
r = n,X = r,L we associate to L the function space W(X, L) of the “W-null 
homotopic” W-maps. X+ L, i.e. the subspace of Top (X, L) which consists of all the 
W-maps f: 
XLL 
l/ w 3) w = K(T, 1). E 
W 
That satisfy 5 = w 0 f and fWTJE. This space corresponds in the W-category to the 
function space of all null homotopic maps X -+ K(M, n) in the usual pointed category. 
With this definition we can formulate: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The fibre sequence K(M, n) + P,,X + P,_,X gives rise to a jibre 
sequence 
FL I”(X, P,) * I”(X, P,-,) 
where p,, is a fibre map (which may not be onto) and where F has the homotopy type 
of the function space W(X, L). 
Proof. Since P,, -+ P,_, is a fibre map so must be pn: I”(X, P,)-+ I”(X, P,_,) but 
generally not all the components of I”(X, P,_,) are in the range of pn. We want to 
understand the fibre F of pn. We construct a homotopy equivalence 4: W(X, L)+ F 
as follows. Recall from $1 that we can consider P, to be a certain space of paths in L, 
to wit, paths e which start in w(L) and ends in P”-, C L such that e(t) E w-‘(y) for 
some y E W and all t. Furthermore, we consider L(M, n) to be fiL(M, n + 1) and thus 
an element y of W(X, L) is a family of loops y(x), x E X that can be homotoped 
continuously to the W-trivial family y(x)(t) = s 0 t(x) for all t. We want to assign to 
each y as above a map 4(y): X+ P,,X with p&(y)= qn_I: X-, P,_,X and where 
b(y) - qn. This is accomplished by 
ddY)(X, t) = (4”(X) * v(x))(t) 
where 0 zz t 5 1 and x E X, and the star * denotes composition of paths, the com- 
position of these two paths is possible since all the maps are W-maps and thus both 
paths must start in s 0 t(x) E L(M, n + 1). Clearly &y)(x) has the same end point as 
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p,(l) and thus 4(y) E F, also notice that y(x) is homotopic to s 0 t(x) thus 4(y) is in 
W(L, X). The construction of homotopy inverse to 4 is not difficult: Given a map 
1 E I”(X, P,) which projects to the base-point in I”(X, P,_,) i.e. to qn-,: X --, P.-r, we 
assign to it the difference loop q,(x)-’ * l(x) = d(x) which is possible since q,(x)(l) = 
1(x)( 1) = qn_,f.~). This d(x) is W-null homotopic since by definition of Y(X, P,), I - qn 
over W. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark. It may be easier to go first through Proposition 2.3 for the simply 
connected case where W = *. 
With the main proposition proven, we can now easily prove Theorem C. I3y (2.1) 
and (2.2) we need only to show that G = rro aut;X acts nilpotently on ~TJ’(X, P,X) for 
all j, n. 
Since one can easily check by obstruction theory that I”(X, P,X) is contractible 
space the proof will follow by easy induction from the long exact sequence on 
homotopy and the following 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The action of r. = G on .rriW(X, L(T,, n)) is nilpotent for all n > 1 
and j>O. 
Proof. The above homotopy groups are in fact isomorphic to the cohomology 
groups 
H”(S’xX,S’x{x,} u {cr.0}XX;7rn) 
since every point (a, x0) for cr E S’ and x0 the base point in X goes to the base point 
in L and every point (moo1 x) x E X, (+,, a base point in S’, must be the definition of 
W(X, L) go to s 0 t(x) E L. The above cohomology is in fact the reduced cohomology 
H”(Cw’X, 7i”) = Rn-i(X, r,); (j > 0, n > 1). Where CwX is the suspension of X over 
W [9,3]. NOW by assumption G acts nilpotently on “jX for all j and so by the Serre 
spectral sequence for the postnikov decomposition of X the group of automorphisms 
G must acts nilpotently on any cohomology group with rTT, coefficients, through the 
action as in (1.3) above. 
83. SELF-EQUIVALENCES OF NILPOTENT SPACES 
In the sections above we dealt with general finite dimensional spaces. For that 
reason we had to restrict ourselves to induced action on homotopy groups since the 
homology groups capture too little information and and may even vanish for non- 
trivial spaces. In the category of nilpotent space homology captures, in principle, as 
much as homotopy and has the advantage of being defined on spaces and maps 
without a base point. Here we shall assume that G C PUTX (or AUT”X) acts 
nilpotently on the integral homology groups of X. There are two algebraic pro- 
positions which give us what we need for nilpotent spaces ([lo] 7.4.1.1). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G act on the nilpotent group Y. If G acts nilpotently on the 
abelianization v/[u, v] = A then G acts nilpotently on Y. 
Proof. There is a surjection A x . . . x A + r,u/r,_, v = 1.c.c. quotient. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be a nilpotent n-module. Let G act on rr and on M 
compatibly (i.e. g(xm) = g(x)g(m) for g E G x E r and m E M). If the action is 
nilpotent on Ho(rr, M) then it is nilpotent on M itself. 
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Proof. Similar to (3.1). Compare [7]. 
Now we want to consider the exact sequence. 
THEOREM 3.3. If G c AUT"X ucts nilpotently on Hi(X, Z) and X is nilpotent then 
G is nilpotent. 
Proof. This will follow from Theorem B if one shows that G acts nilpotently on 
mX in the appropriate dimensions. Since H,X = r,X/[x,, r,] for j = 1 this is simply 
Lemma 3.1. As for the higher homotopy groups one has an exact sequence 
since G acts, by induction nilpotently on TjX for j < n it acts nilpotently on HiPa-IX 
for all i, and thus the isomorphism H,P,X = H,X implies that G acts nilpotently on 
H,,(T, r,X) and by (3.2) above on n,X. 
In similar vein one gets the following analogue of Theorem C. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G c AUT”X act nilpotently on the integral homology groups of 
a nilpotent space X then the classifying space B aut’&X is nilpotent. 
We now consider briefly free (un-pointed) maps. There is of course an intimate 
relation between the two. For example one has a fibre sequence 
aut’X -+ aut X A X 
where e is evaluation map on the base-point of X (see 94). On the face of it we cannot 
consider the action of G C AUTX on rr,X since g E G does not act on r,X, the base 
point not being preserved by g. But it does act on the abelian lower central series 
quotient of T~(X, *) 
where T~vT,X is the usual lower central series of the v,X-module r”X[5]. If X is 
nilpotent there is a tower of orientable fibrations, which reaches P,X in a finite 
number the results by the same technique as in §l and 2 to get: 
THEOREM 3.5. If G c AUTX acts nilpotently on Hj(X, Z) for all j 5 dim X < ~0 
and X nilpotent then the space B autGX is nilpotent. 
In fact for nilpotent spaces one may assume much less then (3.5). If G acts on X, 
i.e. G C AUT”X (or G c AUTX) then G acts on the quotients T”,~X as above. This 
given an action of the cohomology groups H”(X;TT,~). This action is given by: 
n”(g)(U) = ug = [H”(X; rm.l:(g-‘)) 0 H”(g)](u). 
In other words it sends the element u: X -+ K(~T,,~X, n) to the composition 
x --=+ x L K(7r,&, n) 9;’ - K(r,.k, n) 
as was done in (1.3) above. 
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We will now formulate the next result in slightly new terms: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let G C AUT”X act, through the above q-action, nilpotently on all 
H”(X, TT~,~) for n I dim X <m and let X be nilpotent, then G acts, by conjugation, 
nilpotently on AUT"X and in particular G is nilpotent. Furthermore if we assume a 
G-nilpotent action on H’(X, r,,tX) for all j i dim X; n sdim X then the space 
B aut;X will be nilpotent. Similar results hold for the free self-equivalences. 
Proof. The proof is in line with all our work above. 
Let V,, = ker (AUTX,.k + AUTX,.k_I) where X,,, are the pieces of the refined 
Postnikov tower which is orientable (compare [4]). 
Then as in the beginning of § 1 we have an exact sequence. 
H”(Xn.k-I, r,.k(x)) ( “, v,, k -k aut TTT,,kx. 
when T(f)=r”.k(f), (+(W)=(W”gn.k)*lr &k:xn.k+xn,k, w:X,.k-~-,K(~“.k,n)and * 
denotes the action of [-, K(r,,k, n)] on [-, X,,,]. As we saw in §I the elements of v,.k 
are of the form w * 1 where w: X”.& + K(r,&, n) and thus Tf = r,.k(f) = 1 + w 0 j (where 
h iS the inClUSiOn j: K(n,,kX, n)-+ X,,,). Thus if o: H”(X,,,, nTT,,kX), Horn (Tn.& r,k) iS 
the obvious universal coefficient map one has the following description ofZmT 
h’r = {l + aV[V E H”(X, r”&X)}. 
Since H”(X,,,, n,,~kX) = H”(X, v,,tX). Thus by assumption G acts nilpotently on ZmT 
and since we have injection H”(X,,k_,, m,.k) + H”(X, ir,,kX) the above exact sequence 
shows that G acts nilpotently on v& It now follows by induction that G, acts 
nilpotently on aut X,,, for all n 5 dim X and therefore we are done as before. The 
results about the spaces B auto, X and B autG X are proven as in 92. 
Example. One can use the first part of (3.6) to prove: 
Let X = P4n-I(Sp)r then B Aut X is nilpotent. 
One can use the fibration of $4 to reduce the question to the group of pointed maps 
AUT X. In the short exact sequence (1.1) one must show that the image of 4 acts 
nilpotently on N. In light of the proof of (3.6) it is sufficient to show that AUT X acts 
nilpotently on H”(X, TT,X) via the diagonal action of (3.5). 
Now the point here is that effect of a class of self equivalence f: X-+X on ~3 is 
determined by its effect on rl: Recall that z-+,X = Z for 1 % n 5 m, and recall the 
map c: X + X with c(x) = x-’ and deg 7r4m_I~ = - 1. To prove the above point we may 
assume rrf = - 1 and must show r4,,,_,f = 1. But this is precisely a result given in [14] 
Theorem 1.15. It now follows easily that the q-actiov given above on H”(X, T,X) is 
nilpotent as needed. Thus in the short exact sequence 
l*N-,AUTX-+ lI allt H’(X,7TiX)* 1. 
i<dim X 
The quotient Zz acts nilpotently on N and thus the middle group is nilpotent. 
$4. A UNIVERSAL FIBRATION 
It is well known that the spaces B aut X serve for arbitary space X as the 
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classifying space for Hurewicz fibration with fibre X, up to fibre homotopy type. 
However, very little was known until recently on the structure of these spaces. In 
1976 C. Wilkerson[l3] published the first full proof that for a simply connected finite 
complex X the group r,B aut’X is commensurable with an arithmetic group and thus 
finitely presented group a result which was announced also by D. Sullivan[l2]. 
Recently in [6] the whole space B aut”X as well as B aut x was shown to be of finite 
type if X is a compact nilpotent space and some arithmetic properties of its higher 
homotopy groups were established. The spaces B aut’X and B aut X are related 
through the following: (compare [2]) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The universal fibration for Hurewicz fibration with fibre X is the 
fibration sequence X -+ B aut’XE’ B aut X. Thus for any fibration X-* E - B 
P 
there exist a map u: B + B aut x such that up to fibre homotopy equivalence p is 
induced from 5, via u. 
Proof. The evaluation map on the base point in X gives a fibration sequence 
autOX + aut X + X 
upon taking classifying spaces of the monoids aut”X and aut X we get the fibration 
sequence (up to homotopy). 
X - B aut”X --% B aut X. 
To show that 5 is the universal fibration we construct for any fibration sequence 
X+E ’ - B a map to 5. Recall that the classifying map B + B aut X can be 
constructed by de-looping a monoid map I: RB + aut X. Let SZB +X be the 
canonical fibre map of the dual Puppe sequence of the fibration p. Then it is not hard 
to check that in the following diagram eof = id, 06 = 6. 
RE ----+ aut”X 
1 1 
RB-aut X 
61 ’ 1 e 
idx: X----+ = x. 
Therefore, taking fibres, the whole diagram commutes and we are done after de- 
looping the upper square. 
COROLLARY. A fibration has a cross-section if and only if the classifying map lifts 
to B aut’X, 
Similarly one can characterize B aut& as a classifying space: Let X be nilpotent 
and G C AUT X then this inclusion corresponds to the covering map 
B au&X--, B aut X and one can show: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The fibration X + B aut”,X+ B auta is the universal fibration 
with fibre X, the discrete part of whose structure group can be reduced to G. 
In particular we get that if r,B acts nilpotently on Hi(X, 2) in the fibration 
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X + E+ B with nilpotent fibre X then this fibration is induced from the universal 
fibration over the nilpotent space B aug& for some group G. 
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